
O R L A N D O

Don’t make the morning come, Orlando, place of “how did this happen?” 

and to what extent, your body, heaved inside the abacus moon, I begged the gods,

the upward whatever, “don’t make it happen this way,” already too late, a dented taxi rushes off

into the palm tree afternoon, dented sun, dented hotels, shiny and sad, remote

as money, the future you told was incredible and made me feel like a real poet,

more than my favorites even: Frank O’Hara, John Wieners, Alice Notley, pulled at my throat,

until I was above my own circumstance, until I could float above my life like a moth

whose lifespan is so short but still she tries to extract some horrible beauty from this world as she

hovers over the tender waters of sleep and I hovered there too with the flourishing language 

you offered: Oh, I was the great moth, great Suwannee River, and when you said of yourself, 

“I’m a really bad person,” I didn’t believe you, couldn’t believe this would devolve

into failure, ink of the adolescent’s diary that comes off so easily, powder off wings.



What is your side of the story, Orlando? What do you tell New Haven, Detroit? That you 

were built for a good time, that you watch caged bears pace for entertainment, that you sell

expensive tickets and prey on poor workers who just want a bit of fun or that you gazed

at the young high school English teacher, bearded, with a blue towel wrapped around

his torso, where did he come from anyway? LA? New York? And why does he sit 

so calmly in the green light of death, in the pathetic lapping waters of happiness like a dog?

Why does he bother to do anything at all in that glowing, algae-packed moonlight? 

Or what about the young Indian man, hot tub bubbles up to his chin, you said he looked

like a movie star, had the perfect face, but so do you and so do I, so beauty triangulates

itself like an aria, but don’t worry, it won’t rat you out, won’t make you look bad,

even if the plot turns against its best interest, is constructed not on loss, but the pitiful hope

nothing was lost, “shall we win at love or shall we lose?” is a musical copy of O’Hara, the threat looms



over what Patricia called “the dong of the country,” O Great Dong, move into storm season, 

epicenter of summer, pinpoint of some ludicrous heat and water opera, a back and forth 

between that destructive force and dirt that harbors no resentment, “You’re worse than me,” 

you said, but that wasn’t true, just the reckless replication of a reckless language pattern

you pressed into every part of my philosophy, your philosophy of summer—but what if it

all goes crazy, what if it turns into a tree against you which is what you feared the most,

ends up in cunts and cocks on the hexagonal white tiles of the hotel room, ends 

up a gang bang orchestrated by you, your kingdom, animal instincts, and what if

it ceases to give you pleasure, turns to a body of money, ripe like a prostitute 

who knows your every secret but whom you couldn’t really trust, what if the whole thing 

goes from the sweet sorrow of the ancients to something more extravagant, 

sinister, what if it shifts before your eyes, so, like a Rubik’s Cube, 
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you twist into the architecture of your own demise, “I want a past 

I can acknowledge,” says the great philosopher Kathy Acker, moving into that brazen

state, you kept trying to make a row of yellow squares line up, but then looking 

at the five other faces of the cube, well, it didn’t work out so you turned it again and again, 

frustratingly nothing matched, nothing was uniform, turning the women you showed me

on your phone, the colors of the cunt on the floor bled as they wept and moaned, so it must be

Ophelia season again, sky like chlamydia, look at my flowers or I shall tie you up, stick objects

inside that body of yours, then abandon you to capital, the open field, leave

everything behind like rational speech, I won’t surrender, my mind will not break—

Erotic Enemy, “how should I your true love know from one another?” 

Erotic Enemy, fused to the Western imagination, fused to men, porn—no refusal whatsoever.

It is the season of Desdemona, her labor juggling a whole history of braided hair, I threw away



the books you wrote, Orlando, for they bored me, filled me with vast amounts 

of pity and shame, nothing surfaced, nothing was better than anything else, your language

pure white page, there was no value attached to any of it, it all just said,

“I am the Master,” “Master Orlando,” “Master of the Flesh,” “Master of Heaven and Hell,” 

nothing was held above anything except yourself, so I longed for something I could recognize

or feel in my cunt, something truly plural, where there is no king, only a kingdom.

I hate to be alone, to watch that kingdom crumble around its form, twelve edges, eight vertices, 

my days are so hard, hard like cash, hard-won, hard-fought, and so rarely do I get fucked 

or fuck anyone by my own standards of beauty, false utopia, City Phenomenal. 

Conglomerations of social media, baiting, taking the bait, resisting the bait, monetizing

the bait, hater bait, hater, all the mean girls hate, I was hated on, I listened to Drake,

“I gotta lot of enemies,” I said it over and over, I listened to Drake on the treadmill,
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I listened to Drake while I wrote, I listened to Drake while I made macaroni and cheese,

I listened to Drake while I baked, I listened to Drake while I raked leaves, I listened

to Drake while I sent out my CV, don’t call it a fling, Orlando,

because we were more than that. I saw you pouting in the corner like a child, 

and when you had an orgasm you sounded vulnerable and tiny

like a bird coming out of its shell and reaching for a world that is real,

that’s pleasure you can’t force or rape, it just has to happen, but it can

only happen once, with one person, with the person you don’t want it to happen with,

the future predicting everything that happened to us, today your wife bought a house,

seems she’s really starting her new life and you are sitting in a café thinking how much 

you hate all of this, so I text Chris, the Berlin musician who says I didn’t break anything 

that wasn’t already broken between you two, that I performed praxis, became the conduit.



A species of Disney not yet named, don’t say it’s over, Orlando, for I’m beginning 

to forget why I loved you in the first place: open my world, the weather

on my phone still set to your 94 degrees, I count each degree like a droplet of blood,

my period tense inside your mouth, begging you to beat me into your beaches,

to stuff me into your white sand, fold me into your masochistic tidal

wave of power sources, fluffy, foaming, forgotten, nothing, I want to be the nothing 

you make me, I want you to tell me I’m nothing, I like it so much, I like it when

you do that, I don’t want to forget what it’s like to be the only nothing inside your body.

I have looked out the peepholes of each of your nineteen skyscrapers, I send Chris 

the selfies we took in the bathroom of Hotel Rosenberg and the images appear 

distilled like the German language of that musician’s texts, the phonemes floating 

like fake snow inside a diorama of time itself, shadowboxing the poignant eclipse.
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